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Field service technicians have a unique and valuable vantage on a company’s
customers and products. Yet, much of what they perceive and do on the
job isn’t captured in a way that delivers the most value. Assistive technology
offers a solution, creating an important link between field service data and
the enterprise.

E

VERY DAY, APPROXIMATELY 20 million field

of rapid deployment. A 2018 survey found that AR

service workers1 are spread across the globe,

use had increased by 15 percent in just one year

interacting closely with an organization’s

within field service organizations, and now one in

most important assets: its customers and products.

four are driving AR implementations.2 By 2022, it’s

Yet, most of what happens at that critical interface

estimated that more than 50 percent of field

is disconnected from the core business. Even with

service providers will offer a specialized digital

the latest and greatest field service automation

customer experience that enables two-way

software and Internet of Things (IoT) sensor

interaction and workflow initiation across multiple

systems, management still often operates without a

channels.3

clear line of sight into how to improve financial and
customer results because key situational data

Solutions are readily available to help generate

remains in the heads of individual field workers.

powerful operational and financial gains. In this

And so, with each service call, companies can lose

paper, we will set a vision for the bidirectionally

valuable information.

connected field service worker and describe the
value this can offer to multiple business functions,

Assistive technology—the combination of

including the field service organization itself and

augmented reality (AR), voice technology, artificial

extending to customer service, engineering, human

intelligence (AI), and IoT data—offers a solution

resources, marketing and sales, and beyond (figure

with its ability to unlock real-time, hands-free

1). The examples we use will focus primarily on

information exchange to and from the field. This

industrial business to business (B2B) companies,

presents a valuable opportunity to seamlessly

but based on our research, the concepts should

merge sensor and enterprise data with the

prove valuable for a range of frontline workers,

observational data from skilled field workers. Thus,

from field service technicians to customer service

businesses can build more complete data stores

centers.

that can lead to powerful results including: higher
service quality, faster and more accurate

The time is now: A case study
on the emerging assistive
technology transformation

documentation, smoother onboarding, more
targeted marketing and sales offers, and more
optimized product development.
The opportunity is no longer for early adopters or

Digital transformation is fundamentally about

pioneers; however, today’s fast followers can still

getting work done in ways that were not possible

reap benefits across the enterprise while

before. Even today, while many field service

differentiating themselves from competitors.

workers may have moved their field notebook to a

Assistive technology solutions have matured

laptop or even a tablet, the work of information

extensively in recent years and are now in a phase

retrieval and documentation still frequently takes
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FIGURE 1

Network eﬀect of augmenting ﬁeld workers
Assistive technology allows ﬁeld workers to increase the data stores ﬂowing to and from the
client site and central enterprise functions. When the entire ﬁeld service organization is
outﬁtted with this technology, a network eﬀect can occur. This opens up opportunity for new
insights and value creation, both for the customer and the business.
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place away from the equipment being serviced.

technician to customize the procedure step that

Estimates as recent as 2017 have found that

worked best for them.5

52 percent of service organizations were still
capturing most job data manually, a time-

Other companies have experienced similar benefits.

consuming process rife with data lag and accuracy

An aerospace company was able to assemble a wing

issues.4 Advances in assistive technology are

35 percent faster and saw a 90 percent increase in

making this way of working obsolete. AR, AI, and

quality compared to those using 2D drawings and

network speeds have improved considerably in

documentation.6 A semiconductor equipment

recent years, and information can now be retrieved

manufacturer reduced the time needed for a

reliably and accurately via voice command, and

complex equipment acceptance phase involving

then displayed within an individual’s field of vision

multiple technicians by 20 percent.7 Perhaps even

in real time. The information itself can even be

more compelling, in a small experiment, two groups

tailored for the job and personalized for the

of equally skilled trainees were asked to complete a

individual field technician’s level of need. All of this

65-step procedure; one group was enabled with AR

can happen within standardized or troubleshooting

headsets. The AR headset–enabled group saw an

workflows that drive better documentation through

88 percent reduction in error rates as compared to

voice-to-text, allowing more detailed and accurate

the paper-based group, also completing the activity

data to be communicated back to the enterprise.

in half the time that it took an expert.8

Few companies, if any, have realized the full

How augmented field service
builds value across enterprise
functions

potential this offers. However, early examples
indicate the opportunity for enormous enterprise
gains, both within the field service organization and
extending to engineering, sales and marketing,
human resources, and beyond. For example,

With real-time, hands-free information sharing

consider a global turbine manufacturer. For just

between the field and enterprise, businesses can lay

one of their turbine inspection processes, extensive

the foundation for ongoing improvement. In the

measurement and documentation were needed.

following sections, we’ll look at how this can

Technicians had been capturing this information

improve field service, customer service, human

through a manual process—moving between

resources, product engineering, and marketing

equipment measurement to their laptops for more

and sales.

than 50 different parts. This was not only timeintensive, but data entry errors were common and

FIELD SERVICE

took even more time to correct. By moving to a

A 2017 field service survey found that the top two

hands-free interface, with a voice-to-text

concerns of service organizations are ensuring their

documentation system, this team measured a

workforce operates at maximum efficiency, followed

20–30 percent time reduction for the inspection

by meeting increasing customer expectations.9 Yet,

process. The operational benefits were so profound

the disconnected and often cumbersome systems

that the company began to expand the use of this

for capturing and accessing field knowledge often

capability to develop a training tool for new

make it difficult for field workers to complete

technicians to learn or practice new procedures,

jobs at the highest level of quality while capturing

leading to improvements in their onboarding

information efficiently, much like what was

process and ongoing training. They also began

illustrated in the turbine case above.

developing a procedure tool that allowed each
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Assistive technologies allow field organizations to

CUSTOMER SERVICE

drive compliance through all types of service

The objective of both the field and customer service

scenarios, weaving in an exchange of job status

organizations is to keep the equipment running at

data, equipment condition, customer data, and

optimal levels, while meeting ever-increasing

records of safety and compliance into the

customer demands.12 Assistive technology provides

workflows. Data can be captured through visual

key opportunities that can improve a customer

records, real-time sensor data, or voice-to-text data

service center’s ability to act as the connective

capture. Critical information can be automatically

tissue between customers, deploy the field service

delivered to the field tech in context when it

technician, and manage escalations.

matters most. With this, many companies have
been able to measure meaningful results through

HOW ASSISTIVE TECH CAN TRANSFORM
THE CUSTOMER SERVICE FUNCTION

improved fix rates, compliance, and efficiency. For
example, Porsche recently rolled out an AR

Key takeaway: Real-time information flows
enable the service organization to deliver
high touch responsiveness at scale.

solution for diagnostics in North America, which
they claimed shortened service resolution time by
40 percent.10

Where to start: Identify the top 10
frequently occurring issues that customers
can triage/service themselves with
virtual supervision.

HOW ASSISTIVE TECH CAN TRANSFORM
THE FIELD SERVICE FUNCTION
Key takeaway: Real-time information
flow between the enterprise and field
can unlock productivity gains and drive
customer satisfaction.

Connected systems can help in the transfer of
information from customer intake to deployment
of the field service worker. In the event that field
technicians need to visit a site, assistive

Where to start: Make two lists: one, the key
pieces of insight you could gather by being
on every field call, every day; and two, the
key ways in which you could help by being on
every field call, every day. These can be used
to drive augmented workflow development.

technologies can create the link back to the
customer and the customer service organization
through three key areas of opportunity: real-time
job status, clearer knowledge transfer during
service escalations, and guided solutions for faster
resolution. Real-time status management can be
enabled by tracking progress through the job,

With more time, field service efforts can be shifted

automatically sending notifications if the job is

from low-value admin to higher value customer

running long, and triggering automated scheduling

relationship development activities. In fact, it’s

adjustments. In addition, workflow tracking can be

been shown that best-in-class field service

leveraged for smoother, faster pickup by escalation

organizations using AR can perform 25 percent

teams by delivering a clear record of what has been

better on customer satisfaction metrics.11 With

tried. Solutions can also be quickly delivered back

more data—such as root failure cause, process step

to the field by previously inaccessible subject

verification, and out-of-spec parameters—

matter experts through tools like “see what I see”

organizations can begin to automate continuous

and/or augmentation of the field of view. The

improvement by unlocking a new level of insight

result is generally accelerated problem resolution

into machine and workforce performance.

and a positive halo effect created by a smooth
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process that customer service teams can easily

Through more seamless information capture and

communicate with the customer. In all of these

guided in-field training, assistive technologies can

cases, the real-time visibility made possible

provide clear benefits. Organizations using AR for

through augmented workflows is designed to

training have seen reductions of half the amount

reduce the effort for the customer and the

of time it usually takes to onboard new workers.14

customer service organization, clearing a low-cost

In addition, assistive solutions have been shown

path from transactional support to advocacy

to reduce the time and effort creating accurate

transformation.

technical documents by 60 percent, by helping to
ease the strain in collecting valuable knowledge

Assistive technologies can also play a role for the

from experienced workers without taking them off

customer, as they can be packaged for distribution

the job.15

to the customer’s onsite staff to support the
collection, organization, and distribution of

By delivering training that is highly contextual,

knowledge to the service organization. Before a

bespoke, and instantly useful at the point of work

field tech is even sent, smart systems can push

via assistive technologies, the line between work

simple, guided solutions back to the customer,

and learning is effectively erased. It becomes an

creating self-servicing opportunities. In cases

on-demand part of the standard, but customizable

where the customer can’t address the issue, the

workflow. Using AI and personalization to tailor

streamlined information-sharing can create a

the steps can help with adoption and can also

ripple effect, resulting in a faster response and

promote advancement as technicians grow their

potentially reducing truck rolls.

skill level. For example, a brand-new field tech may
need more step-by-step guidance within the

HUMAN RESOURCES

workflow than a very experienced senior field tech—

By 2021, the United States is expected to have

if the information is too high level, the new tech

a shortage of 2 million field service workers,

will likely not find it valuable. However, if the

likely putting enormous pressure on HR and

information is too detailed, the senior tech could

service organizations to more efficiently capture

find it overly administrative and micromanaging.

knowledge and rapidly onboard new workers.13

By knowing who the field tech is, the AI can

Compounding this challenge is that training and

present information through a hands-free interface

knowledge capture today often means workers

at the point of need, tailored to the experience level

are out of the field, which can be a drag on an

of the field service tech. So, instead of a calendar-

already expensive and in-demand workforce.

based training schedule, this transformation can
support organizations in delivering real-time
training as needed—be it through prerecorded

TRANSFORMING THE HUMAN
RESOURCES FUNCTION

modules, dialing in a remote expert, or
automatically guiding the users through the
detailed step-by-step workflows. All of this holds

Key takeaway: Learning can be integrated
into the day-to-day service workflow,
automatically delivered in a highly
personalized way, which can increase
utilization and improve service revenue.

the potential to deliver more efficient onboarding,
training, and better optimization of each tech’s
time in the field.

PRODUCT ENGINEERING

Where to start: Within the top 10 field
service procedures, identify the key tasks
where new field techs often need help.

Sensorization of machinery has improved the
understanding of product use and function, but
engineering teams still often lack the site-specific
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configuration and customer-usage information that

Leveraging assistive technologies to tightly align

can be critical when making product innovation

field and product innovation teams can serve as the

decisions. For example, they often don’t know how

foundation to transition toward business models

each customer’s machines have been modified after

built around higher revenue, higher-margin

factory shipment and maintained, which makes it

outcome-based solutions, and reduced technician-

difficult to improve the performance of the

to-machine ratio.

installed base. What’s more, information that
comes back via field reports often captures little

MARKETING AND SALES

more than a single numerical entry, “pass” or

Customer intimacy today is typically built on a

“machine adjusted to standard,” instead of detailing

foundation of data-driven insight, yet marketing

what parameters were adjusted to make the fix,

and sales of capital equipment often suffer from

and how difficult and time-consuming the process

information gaps, particularly compared to their

was. Missing these signals can result in large-scale

business-to-consumer (B2C) counterparts.16 Even

fixes, costing millions of dollars and

with IoT enabling a better understanding of

brand reputation.

machine performance, there are two particularly

With paths to resolution charted and documented

data to help deliver better customer value: site

in real time, the knowledge base becomes more

workflow and equipment condition.

lucrative areas where the field worker can collect

robust, helping to enable an automated continuous
improvement loop at scalable cost. The field tech’s

Being able to observe and easily document how the

contextual awareness enables correlation between

equipment is used, customer adherence to best

multiple sources of data that can help

practices, and the resulting equipment condition

systematically bring this information from

can help marketers and sales leaders identify ways

thousands of points in the field back to product

for the customer to increase value from their

innovation functions. With richer site-specific data

equipment. By combining an understanding of

captured via the augmented workflow, the field

how the machine is performing with what was

service team can help accelerate engineering

done to result in the performance can create

toward equipment designs that are optimized for

invaluable insight to drive the creation of new

better service resolution. This could come either

service offerings and cross-sell or upsell campaigns.

via designing machines for easier access to
frequently serviced parts, or by triggering low-cost
predictive fixes or self-healing.

TRANSFORMING THE MARKETING
AND SALES FUNCTIONS
Key takeaway: Create a closed loop that
enables the field worker to easily collect
information that shapes marketing/sales
campaigns and provides context-aware
reminders for field workers to notify
customers of those opportunities.

TRANSFORMING THE PRODUCT
INNOVATION FUNCTION
Key takeaway: Systematically capturing
baseline data on the as-maintained
performance of equipment can drive
customer-demanded product innovation.

Where to start: Define the pieces
of customer insight that will inform a
marketing campaign. Build those data
collection points into the workflow of regular
maintenance visits.

Where to start: Build simple data collection
directly into field maintenance workflows
that captures necessary adjustments to
meet tolerance.
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For example, the compactors at a major waste

influencers in the buying process can provide the

management company were sensorized to report

information necessary to engage customers in a

back on pounds per square inch and operational

highly personalized, targeted, and sustainable way.

effectiveness, but the marketing team found a

The automated continuous improvement loop

unique opportunity when they received a condition

should be tied back to the field with reminders

analysis of the site equipment: It was often

built into the service workflow. The hopeful result

functional but beat up and dirty. The equipment

is higher levels of customer intimacy and touch

was “working just fine,” but the marketing team

delivered at a lower cost.

was able to use this as an opportunity to market
refurbished compactors at a relative cost saving to

Assistive technologies in field
service releases an untapped
growth engine for the
enterprise

the replacements, with the message that renting
from them would reflect better on their brand
image.17 Sales teams were also alerted to
competitive positions and opportunities to expand
offerings at existing customers.

The field service function, regardless of profit
center status, is often an underleveraged source of
earnings growth for companies. Assistive
technology, utilized in real time by field service
technicians every day and on every job, breaks
down silos and integrates functions. Thus, insight
can easily be captured and converted to action,
informing critical customer-facing activities. The
resulting smarter, faster, safer decision-making can
drive operational gains, unlocking robust earnings
potential from the service function.
In another example, a major global energy
company was having significant challenges with

To begin transforming your enterprise with

their equipment availability, maintenance costs,

assistive technology from the field organization out,

and repair backlog because the equipment was run

it may be helpful to remember the following:

till it failed before being taken offline for
maintenance. With more robust data—from

• The real power is in combining technologies

environmental factors to equipment load—they

like AR, AI, voice, and IoT (collectively called

had a much clearer understanding of the necessary

assistive technology). Using these technologies

maintenance schedules. This, in turn, helped the

to structure and personalize workflows that

company restructure its equipment and service

prompt data capture from the field can unlock

contracts.

invaluable insights to be shared throughout
the enterprise.

With new customer-centric offers in place,
marketers and sales leaders can leverage the field

• Taking the time to create intuitive and

tech’s trusted adviser position to activate the offers.

personalized workflows can be key for adoption.

The field techs’ knowledge of competitive

If this effort creates another disconnected,

positioning at the customer sites, and the contact

cumbersome system, it will likely not garner the

information for key decision-makers and

adoption required for successful results.
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• Begin with a clear and simple use case, and

step toward future-proofing the business can occur.

scale from there.

The strategic shift from a labor-based to an
outcomes-based model is accelerated; new revenue

• Create a cross-enterprise working team to

streams are enabled; stickiness of existing business

ensure that the system is architected for scale

can be improved. From AR to speech, assistive

and integration.

technology can help organizations outpace the
competition by bringing the entire enterprise closer

With assistive technology creating a critical link

to the customer every day.

between field service and the enterprise, a major
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